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F A L L I N G



Saint Cloche is delighted to reveal 
‘Falling’, following on from Dale’s previous 
sold-out solo show, ‘Gaze’ in 2019. 

Dale has from a very young age, drawn, 
painted and also studied the arts at 
various institutions.  Having achieved a 
distinguished career as a highly collectible 
artist, Dale’s work is represented in private 
collections in Australia and overseas, and 
in the permanent collection of the Tweed 
Regional Gallery. 

FALLING is a series depicting the essence 
of Australian coastal life and the joyful, 
carefree moment of hurling one’s self into 
the glassy ocean.



ABOUT DALE RHODES 

Dale was hung in the 2017 Archibald Prize Salon des Refuses. He 
was a finalist in the Doug Moran National Portrait Prize in 2016, 
and a semi-finalist six times. 

In 2016 Dale was a finalist in the Black Swan Portrait Prize – now 
the Lester Prize - at the Art Gallery of Western Australia. He was 
hung in the Border Art Prize at the Tweed Regional Gallery in 
2016 and 2014, when he received a judge’s special mention, and 
was a finalist in the Northern Rivers Portrait Prize at the Lismore 
Regional Gallery in 2013. 

Dale has been in a number of group shows and held solo 
exhibitions including a 2015 show at the Tweed Regional Gallery 
and 2014 sell-out show at Butcher’s Hook Gallery in Paddington. 

In 2018, out of 2,733 international portrait entries, Dale was one 
of the selected fifty by the Portrait Society of America in their 
International Portrait Prize. Dale teaches drawing and painting 
privately as well as at the Byron Community College and the 
Byron School of Art.



“I don’t  choose my subjects as much as allow them to choose me. 
The paintings in FALLING were sparked by the iconic Australian 
spectacle of people jumping off a bridge into sparkling summer 
waters near the beach. I was drawn to photograph the activity 
back in 2018 and immediately began a series of paintings but 
soon abandoned them. I couldn’t get the paintings to work. 

I recently came across the abandoned works while moving 
studios and picked up the theme once again. This time, they came 
together quickly, aesthetically and with a certain psychological 
resonance. The subject has allowed me to combine two of my 
greatest visual obsessions; water and the human figure.  

As a lifelong surfer, how water and light interact – on the surface, 
in the body of water and off the bottom, is deeply ingrained in 
me. Half a lifetime of drawing and painting the human form is 
similarly entrenched. The combination of flesh and water lent 
itself perfectly to my most fundamental concern and that is the 
application of paint. The paint itself. 

As with all of my work, the paintings in FALLING are not an 
attempt to convey any meaning in particular. They are in fact, 
attempts to be entirely meaningless, to apprehend a moment of 
pure perception, the fundamental ‘isness’ of existence – of being, 
prior to thought.” 

- Dale Rhodes



Falling Girl In Palm Swimsuit  
Oil on canvas 
122 x 183 cm 
$7,500



Falling Blue Boy in Blue Boardies  
Oil on canvas 
122 x 183 cm 
$7,500



Boy With Red Hair  
Oil on canvas 
122 x 183 cm 
$7,500



Falling Man In Red And White  
Oil on canvas 
76 x 102 cm 
$4,500



Falling Woman Floating  
Oil on canvas 
76 x 102 cm 
$4,500



Falling Blue  
Oil on canvas 
76 x 102 cm 
$4,500



Falling Woman with Raised Arms    
Oil on canvas 
76 x 102 cm 
$4,500



Falling Nude II 
Oil on canvas 
76 x 102 cm 
$4,500



Falling Black Cap   
Oil on canvas 
76 x 61 cm 
$3,500



Falling Black T-Shirt   
Oil on canvas 
76 x 61 cm 
$3,500



Falling Woman In Black Bikini   
Oil on canvas 
76 x 61 cm 
$3,500



Falling Orange Swimsuit   
Oil on canvas 
76 x 61 cm 
$3,500



Falling Curls    
Oil on canvas 
76 x 61 cm 
$3,500



Falling Nude I 
Oil on canvas 
76 x 61 cm 
$3,500
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